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ABSTRACT 

Socially foraging animals such as bison (Bison bison) modify their foraging 

behaviour based on social status and food availability to maximize individual fitness. 

Winter feeding trials were performed on juvenile bison at Stanley Hill Bison Farm in 

Kakabeka Falls, ON, using a giving-up density (GUD) framework to record the densities 

of a resource at which bison of various rank would cease foraging. Bison were provided 

with two food sources, abundant lower-quality hay and limited higher-quality oats 

mixed with blocks of wood in feeding trays. Time spent foraging from the high-quality 

trays by each bison, as well as all instances of voluntary quitting and involuntary 

abandonments of patches, were recorded and compared to the density of food remaining 

in the trays at the end of the trials. Rank was negatively related to GUDs, with high-

ranked bison ceasing foraging at the lowest GUDs. Dominants prematurely abandon 

their own trays in favour of subordinates. However, lower-ranked bison forage for a 

shorter time from the oats and cease foraging altogether at higher GUDs to exploit 

lower-quality hay, likely to escape competition as the costs of foraging from the oats 

increased. Males may also have a lower GUD than females. That high- and low-ranked 

captive bison use different strategies of foraging in confined environments supports the 

widely acknowledged theory that social rank has a large effect on foraging behaviour 

and energetic intake, and the results of the trials quantify this through difference. This 

study highlights the existence of two feedback loops: (1) a positive loop where increased 

foraging efficiency reinforces rank for high-ranked bison, and (2) a negative loop 

whereby low-ranked bison are forced to forage inefficiently and are thus ever more 

disadvantaged against competition from higher-ranked bison.   
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CHAPTER 1: A REVIEW OF BISON FORAGING BEHAVIOUR AND SOCIAL 

STRUCTURE 

Bison foraging ecology 

Bison (Bison bison) were once widespread across North America, with 

population estimates as high as 60 million at the beginning of the 19th century (Shaw 

1995). By 1889, only 456 individuals remained, following a sharp decline of millions of 

bison over just a few years (Hornaday 1899). Bison still occur predominantly in small, 

geographically isolated populations in parks and preserves, on lands reserved for 

Indigenous people, or in captive herds on private property managed for commercial 

slaughter (Meagher 1986). Ninety-five percent of North America’s estimated 500,000 

bison are managed on private lands (Freese et al. 2007). Ironically, most research on the 

foraging behaviour of bison has been done on free-ranging herds, though the conditions 

under which members of a captive herd compete differ from those in the wild. The 

generally more limited availability of high-quality food and its higher degree of 

patchiness in a zoo, farm or ranch setting affect the distribution of resources among 

members of a captive bison herd (Robitaille and Prescott 1993). In contrast, natural 

forage conditions are more uniform over larger areas, such that all members of a free-

ranging herd forage from a seemingly unlimited source. In the latter case, the result is an 

ability of bison to separate into distanced, small groups in a fission-fusion dynamic that 

reduces intraspecific competition, social stresses, and the risk of predation (Fortin et al. 

2009). In an enclosed farm setting, less separation between individuals should result in 

higher competition. This statement sets the context for this thesis. 
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Socially foraging animals modify their behaviour based on their position in a 

social hierarchy to optimize foraging costs and energetic intake (Rands et al. 2006). 

Ungulates use information on social rank to modify their movements and maximize 

access to higher-quality patches (Webber et al. 2020). Patches of high quality always co-

occur with low-quality patches, i.e., those with lower energetic return per time invested 

foraging (Wallis De Vries 1996). Bison are distinct from other ungulates in that they 

exhibit a ‘time-minimizing’ foraging strategy, favouring strategies of plant selection and 

interpatch movement that maximize short-term energy intake and minimize foraging 

time (Fortin et al. 2002). In the social herd context, then, a bison must allocate its time 

between high- and low-quality patches, as well as move between them, in a manner that 

maximizes energetic intake, as modelled for the general case by Olsson (2006); the same 

individual must also minimize not only costs of interpatch movement, but also 

interference competition for the patches, related to missed opportunity costs, and the 

costs of managing predation risk. 

Aggregation (herd behaviour) during feeding occurs in many free-ranging 

animals, including the gregarious bison (Fryxell 1991). A theory for the occurrence of 

aggregation describes the benefit of reduced risk predation risk, achieved by increased 

vigilance (‘many eyes’) and individual risk dilution (Krause and Ruxton 2002). 

Predation risk should pose a lesser cost for bison (therefore a lesser effect on their 

foraging decisions) than for other large ungulate species, as bison experience a relatively 

lower predation risk. Their primary predator, the wolf (Canis lupus), prefers other prey 

species, including white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), elk (Cervus canadensis), 

and moose (Alces alces), partly because these species are easier to kill (Smith et al. 
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2000). Due to the size and fighting ability of an adult bison, predator kills are 

predominantly on vulnerable individuals, either young calves or older individuals in 

poorer condition. Nevertheless, Fortin et al. (2009) described managing predation risk as 

the strongest driver of habitat selection in free-ranging bison in Prince Albert National 

Park, Saskatchewan, where smaller groups of bison preferred areas with higher cover 

and lower predation risk. Smaller group sizes in farmed elk (40-50% lower mass 

compared to bison) were also hypothesized to experience higher perceived predation 

costs and consequently lower foraging effort, despite the absence of predators on the 

farm (Moreira and McLaren 2019). However, in captive herds of the larger bison, 

relatively free from predation risk, individuals choosing patches based on security 

should find relatively few gains. 

The time-minimizing foraging strategy 

 While an energy maximizing species will attempt to maximize total energy input, 

a time minimizer will stop foraging once its energy requirements have been met (Hixon 

1982). A major downside of this strategy is that, with competition, foraging effort is 

expected to increase, reducing the marginal value of feeding more so than if foraging 

effort remained constant (Mitchell 1990). A second downside of the time-minimizing 

strategy is that when viewed in a larger time frame, foraging decisions that maximize 

short-term gains may suffer the consequence of reduced long-term gains if bison focus 

on forage with higher instantaneous gains as opposed to total gains (Courant and Fortin 

2010). Benefits promoting the time-minimizing strategy observed in bison must thus be 

hypothesized. Ideas have included that shorter foraging times allow for more (1) relief 

from insects during the summer, (2) more time to thermoregulate during temperature 
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extremes (Melton et al. 1989), (3) reduced predation risk, and (4) more time to obtain 

and maintain social rank, which has a direct positive impact on fitness (Bergman et al. 

2001), and (5) more time for rumination (Debeffe et al. 2017).  The fourth idea is of 

particular interest because predation risk for bison is relatively low, and because the 

time-minimizing strategy is exhibited by bison year-round, while relief from insects and 

extreme heat should not be factors in winter. Since most instances of aggression outside 

of the rut occur during foraging (McHugh 1958), a time-minimizing strategy may allow 

not only higher energetic intake, but also reinforcement of social rank while feeding. 

Social hierarchies in bison 

A significant factor in foraging decisions made by an individual bison related to 

how it will maximize its energy intake per unit of time is its position within the 

dominance hierarchy of the herd. Social ungulates are known to have well-defined, 

stable dominance hierarchies and bison are no exception (mountain goats: Côté 2000, 

Alpine ibex: Willisch and Neuhaus 2010, guanaco: Correa et al. 2013, cows: Sarova et 

al. 2013, giraffes: Horova et al. 2015). Social status correlates with differences in use of 

time and space, particularly when resources are limited (Robitaille and Prescott 1993, 

Ungerfeld et al. 2014). Individual bison of higher rank benefit by gaining first access to 

high-quality food, making it possible to meet their energy demands in less time than 

lower-ranking individuals that may have to forage less efficiently from lower-quality 

food sources. The dominance hierarchy in both females and males is linear, with high 

directional consistency and defined, unidirectional relationships (Rutberg 1983, Roden 

et al. 2005). Ranks are established early on and rarely challenged successfully. In males, 

rank is correlated with age and weight, heavier and older individuals occupying higher 
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social positions (Roden et al. 2005), with dominance largely determined by fighting 

ability that generally increases with size and experience (Wolff 1998). Male bison 

frequently confront each other with physical combat and other displays to establish and 

maintain their ranks (Roden et al. 2005). Polygynous dominant males are rewarded by 

more choice in mates and higher ability to defend them, assisted by their increased fat 

reserves, also associated with rank, which serve to increase reproductive output, as well 

as fighting ability. In females, rank is based mostly on age, older individuals occupying 

higher social positions. Females experience fewer challenges and rank reversals because 

fitness is less affected by rank than is the case for males. A female is likely to reproduce 

regardless of rank, whereas rank is related to mating success in males (King et al. 2019). 

Thus, the primary advantage of maintaining a higher rank is increased fitness 

(Rutberg 1986). What are the costs? For male bison, it is stress owing to maintaining 

higher levels of aggression than subordinates (‘stress of domination’); those of higher 

rank are forced to defend their social position and breeding advantage against lower-

ranked challengers, while for the most part only the very highest-ranking males find and 

defend a mate (King et al. 2019). For female bison, the cost is stress related to risk of 

subordination (‘stress of subordination’), where lower-ranked females experience lower 

foraging efficiency, leading to lower body condition and fat reserves (Vervaecke et al. 

2005), which may negatively impact reproductive rates and offspring (King et al. 2019). 

These sex differences in fitness payoffs leads to major differences in frequency of 

aggression and challenges to status. What is less understood for males is what happens 

outside the breeding season. If males suffer the same stress of subordination as females 

throughout the year, then costs associated with foraging should be equal, as both sexes 
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would suppress the lowest ranks through interference competition manifested by acts of 

aggression (King et al. 2019). However, if males suffer the same stress of domination 

outside the breeding season, then foraging costs should be higher and aggression more 

frequent than in females throughout the year.  

A bison’s rank and foraging behaviour 

 Competition for resources is a major driver of foraging choices, including habitat 

and patch selection, and movement between habitats and patches. As a bison forages, it 

is under the pressure of exploitative and interference competition. Exploitative 

competition occurs when individuals compete for a diminishing resource, beginning 

when each individual attempts to maximize its own share of the resource; exploitative 

competition increases foraging performance over all individuals but negatively 

ultimately affects a population through the removal of shared resources (Berger-Tal et 

al. 2015). Interference competition occurs when individuals directly interfere with each 

other’s foraging through acts of aggression (Rands et al 2006). Yet, each individual must 

adapt its behaviour based on its position within a dominance hierarchy as part of 

maximizing its fitness by foraging at the maximum instantaneous rate (Makin and Kotler 

2019, Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). As any individual forages, it will encounter 

neighbours and be faced with a choice of whether to compete (contest a resource) or 

cooperate by means of group foraging. Contests over resources are always asymmetrical, 

and payoff asymmetry means that one individual may have more to gain in a 

competition. A subordinate individual will suffer greater costs if it chooses to challenge 

a dominant and loses than if it simply accepts defeat and moves on to a less productive 

patch (Parker 1974). Payoff asymmetry also occurs in the absence of asymmetry in 
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social rank when patches differ in the quality or quantity of a food. When one individual 

is foraging from a highly productive patch and another from a patch of lower quality, the 

net cost of contesting the higher-quality patch may be recognized as less than the 

potential gains of foraging from the higher-quality patch depending on the cost-benefit 

trade-off.  

Thus, interference competition for a resource is more likely when a smaller 

difference in resource holding potential exists, i.e., fighting exists because larger 

differences are more easily recognized (Enquist and Leimer 1983). A subordinate 

individual is more likely to avoid confrontation when large differences are recognized. 

In addition, greater differences in rank may correspond with decreased interactions 

because the subordinate may avoid interacting with dominant individuals in favour of 

interacting with those nearer to them on a social hierarchy. Thus, an individual must 

analyze not only the value of a food patch, but also the potential risk (cost) of competing 

with another individual for that patch. An individual should choose to compete if they 

perceive the risk is worth the benefit. However, it is not wise for an individual with a 

significantly lower resource holding potential than a neighbour to compete, particularly 

for patches of lower quality where gains are reduced. 

Therefore, an individual’s position within the dominance hierarchy is a 

significant factor in determining how it interacts with the pasture and its conspecifics. 

For example, social status has recently been shown to impact the behaviour of male 

bison and the strategies they use to maximize fitness in relation to breeding success. 

Individuals, depending on their position within the herd, will engage in the most 

effective mating tactic through trade-offs between time and energy invested in 
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dominance interactions (Wyman et al. 2021). Dominant individuals are better adapted to 

compete for the most desirable females, and thus invest heavily in competing early for 

first pick in mates. For less competitive subordinates, engaging in a fight for females is 

risky in terms of serious injury or risk of injury. The emergence of separate strategies of 

competing for high-quality patches versus accepting lower-quality patches logically 

occurs, where individuals, based on their fighting abilities have better strategies for 

maximizing fitness and breeding success. 

This study 

In forage-limited environments, individuals must make trade-offs between time 

and energy invested in competing for food patches based on their competitive ability. 

The strength of dominance effects on different strategies of foraging in a small farm 

environment has not yet been quantified and will be the focal point of my thesis. This 

study was conducted in winter, when confined bison in their second year were provided 

mostly hay (lower energetic return) with small amounts of oats as a food supplement 

(much higher energetic return), a simplified representation of interpatch quality 

differences encountered in more natural settings. Dominant individuals are expected to 

invest more energy into competing for the high-quality food (oats provided in trays), as 

opposed to lower-ranked individuals that will avoid conflict and instead choose among 

the lower-quality sites (areas in the enclosure with hay). However, the degree to which 

the lower ranks choose lower-quality sites will not be equal throughout proposed feeding 

trials. When resources are plentiful and energy returns are high, individuals are expected 

to compete to a greater degree because the energy return is higher relative to the costs. 

Feeding behaviour is likely to change based on the difference in return between the 
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high- and low-quality patches as food is consumed, and the lowest-ranked individuals 

should be the first to cease competing due to their lower competitive ability. A sex 

difference is also proposed, where larger males that will compete for mating when they 

leave the subadult stage will have likely gained their advantage in part through 

expressing dominance in foraging. 

 In summary, it is hypothesized that small-scale forage patch heterogeneity should 

be a strong driver of movement and patch selection in confined bison herds. It is also 

hypothesized that individual differences such as rank and sex will affect how individuals 

interact with patches of various quality. In chapter 2, how feeding behaviour differs for 

individuals of high, medium, and low ranks will be investigated using artificial feeding 

trials and a ‘giving-up density’ (GUD) framework to quantify and compare an 

individual’s social rank against the point at which it ceases foraging. Whether an 

individual ceases foraging voluntarily (quits feeding) or involuntarily (is displaced by a 

competitor) will be recorded, and how much time it invests in foraging from high-

quality patches. Quitting rates and displacements will be compared for males and 

females. In chapter 3, bison decision-making will be described in the context of game 

theory to explore why the observed solutions occur. The significance of this approach is 

that it can describe differences in feeding tray utilization and quitting rates to quantify 

how foraging decisions differ among social ranks and sexes when a small group of 

competing bison is provided high- and low-quality patches. 
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CHAPTER 2: A GIVING-UP DENSITY ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF SOCIAL 

RANK ON FORAGING BY CONFINED BISON 

Optimal foraging theory is used to predict the behaviour of animals while they 

forage. Individuals optimally utilizing time or energy engage in feeding activities for as 

long as the resulting gain in energy spent per unit food exceeds the loss (MacArthur & 

Pianka 1966). Any further continuation of the activity would result in a greater loss than 

if that activity was halted. Because food is often found in unequal amounts in different 

patches, an individual must decide how much time or effort to devote to each patch 

(Charnov 1976). This framework views patches as depletable food sources that foragers 

exploit differentially in order to maximize fitness. Thus, each individual must decide 

which patch will be visited when, and at what point the current patch should be 

abandoned (Davis et al. 2022). Experimental food giving-up densities (GUDs), a method 

that measures the food remaining in a patch after a forager leaves it, make for an 

attractive exploration of foraging ecology because GUDs make it possible to predict and 

quantitatively assess the foraging decisions made by individual animals (Bedoya-Perez 

et al. 2013). A forager behaving optimally should have a GUD that corresponds to a 

harvest rate that balances metabolic costs, predation costs, and missed opportunity costs, 

i.e., costs of not engaging in alternative activities (Brown 1988). When the harvest rate 

decreases in a patch as food is consumed, the forager should quit the patch when the 

benefits of harvest no longer outweigh the costs. The following equation is used to 

describe this phenomenon:  

GUD = C + P + MOC  (Equation 1) 
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Where GUD is the rate at which an individual quits harvesting, C is the metabolic cost 

of foraging, P is the cost of managing predation risk, and MOC represents the missed 

opportunity cost incurred by the forager when it chooses to feed in a particular patch. 

Each of these variables represents units of energy. The intensity of interference 

behaviour, I, incurs additional costs dependent on social rank if dominant individuals 

interfere with subordinates access to patches (Kotler & Brown 1988). The equation to 

describe social foragers in herds thus becomes: 

     GUD = C(I) + P + MOC  (Equation 2) 

 An assumption in GUD experiments is that a forager depletes its resource as 

feeding time increases, therein increasing the instantaneous costs associated with 

continuing feeding. It is important that diminishing return be incorporated into the 

experimental framework for GUDs, and this is usually done by mixing an inert substrate 

with the food. As animals feed, the ratio of substrate to food increases, making it more 

costly to find and consume the remaining food. Individual feeding behaviour depends on 

the density of the resource and the amount of competition for the resource (Mitchell et 

al. 1990). The GUD will reflect how individuals perceive total costs of foraging in a 

particular patch, with a higher GUD indicating that individuals experience higher total 

costs. In uniformly risky habitats, e.g., on a farm where the environment is controlled in 

terms of predation risk, food patch quality directly influences GUDs, while missed 

opportunity costs relate indirectly to the cost of not foraging from higher-quality 

patches. MOC’s encompass other activities as well that may increase fitness such as 

grooming, maintaining social rank, and seeking thermal cover (Eccard & Liesenjohann 

2014).   
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In this study, GUDs will be calculated in small groups of captive bison to test 

hypotheses associated with optimal foraging theory that differences in sex and rank 

between individual bison will impact the point at which it is optimal for an individual to 

cease foraging. GUDs will be indirectly calculated from feeding trays that emulate 

natural high-quality patches to quantify how social structure in two small groups of 

subadult bison, separated by sex, affects individual foraging behaviour.  The aim is to 

investigate how social rank influences individual bison foraging behaviour in a captive 

setting when individuals are provided with two food sources of different quality using a 

novel approach to GUD methodology wherein GUDs are predicted from established 

curves of quitting rates over time. Winter feeding trials were performed on two cohorts 

of juvenile bison separated by sex at Stanley Hill Bison farm in Kakabeka Falls, Ontario 

using artificial feeding trays that mimicked natural high-quality patches and allowed the 

density of food within a patch at any time to be quantified and compared to foraging 

decisions. The objectives were to 1) quantify how social rank affects GUDs and 

perception of missed opportunity costs in bison, 2) define how social rank influences 

time spent foraging as food resources are depleted, 3) compare how GUD and time spent 

foraging differs between sexes, and 4) present the application of the novel approach to 

recording and comparing GUDs. 

The predictions are as follows: that 1) higher-ranked bison will have higher 

GUDs overall, because they perceive lower foraging costs in the trays of subordinates, 

abandoning trays earlier in favour of moving to the trays of subordinates; 2) higher-

ranked individuals will forage longer from the high-quality patches than their 

subordinate counterparts; and 3) effects of rank on GUDs and displacement from 
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feeding trays will be stronger in males than in females. As costs of foraging increase, it 

will be the most dominant and best adapted individuals that can continue to compete for 

the shrinking benefits of the remaining food. 

METHODS 

Study Area 

Stanley Hill Bison is located 20 km west of Thunder Bay, Ontario. The 40-

hectare property comprises of field and mixed forest in various-sized paddocks with a 

small stream running through the south end of the property. It is bordered to the south by 

Trans-Canada Highway 11/17, and secondary roads to the west, north, and east. The area 

is divided into six paddocks, with subadult bison (20-22 months old) separated by sex 

and housed in two enclosures on the east side of the property, each 150 m by 200 m in 

size. During winter 2021, the western paddock contained six males and the eastern seven 

females. Each paddock had an artificial water source to the north and hay bales 

randomly placed throughout. Feeding trials occurred from January 18, 2021, to March 

22, 2021.  

Feeding Trials 

An artificial feeding method derived from an elk study by Moreira and McLaren 

(2019) allows for individual GUD differences in patch to be measured by providing one 

feeding tray per individual. A shortcoming of the GUD methodology is that it only 

directly quantifies the cost for the last individual to forage from each tray, while social 

interactions include multiple individuals competing to spend time at each tray. This issue 

is addressed by estimating GUDs indirectly using video recordings to estimate foraging 
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time for each individual and converting time to food density at the time of abandoning a 

tray with an estimated depletion curve. Because abandonments occur along a curve of 

diminishing return, more time spent by all individuals foraging from a feeding tray 

implies a greater amount of food harvested from it.  

Two sets of feeding trials were performed consecutively on the male and female 

herds on every sampling day. Feeding trays, one per bison, were placed along a fence, 5 

m apart and secured to a post with wire (Figure 1). Each trial was considered complete 

when all bison ceased foraging and all trays were removed. Feeding trays were square 

boxes, 45 cm in length by 45 cm in width and 33 cm tall, composed of 5 cm by 10 cm 

softwood lumber. A square piece of plywood on the bottom of each box was used to 

keep contents inside while the top was open to allow the bison access. The trays were 

filled with 1000 g of dry rolled oats and 20 pieces of softwood lumber (5 cm by 10 cm 

by 15 cm) that constituted the inert substrate. Bison were freely allowed to forage from 

the feeding trays, and they would frequently move between trays either after voluntarily 

quitting a tray or being displaced by a higher-ranked bison. If an individual left the area 

with the feeding trays, it was to (1) feed from lower-quality hay patches, (2) rest, or (3) 

interact with conspecifics that had also ceased foraging. In all cases of abandonment, to 

maintain a 1:1 ratio of bison in the feeding area to trays, the tray was removed from the 

feeding area by pulling it through a gap in the fence. 
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Figure 1: Study design of the feeding trial. Note the patches of hay, lower-quality forage, 

in the background. The feeding trays, higher-quality food source with diminishing 

returns for continued feeding, are filled with oats in a mixture of small blocks of wood. 

 

Data Collection  

A camera (iPhone 11) was set up on a tripod 15 m away from the feeding area 

and the same nearby observer verbally noted the identity and spatial position of each 

bison at the commencement of each trial such that the movement and activity of each 

individual could be tracked by video playback. Video analysis was used to measure the 

amount of time spent foraging at each tray by each bison, the total time spent foraging 

by each bison, the amount of time each tray was occupied in total, and, for each bison, a 

tally of all instances of quitting or displacing trays. The food remaining in all trays at the 

end of a trial was oven-dried at 100 °C for three hours to remove moisture from saliva 

and snow. Dried samples were weighed to determine the GUD for each tray at final 

abandonment. 
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Cases of aggression were noted in the video recordings. Classifying winners and 

losers of contests defined the dominance hierarchy, which categorized each bison into 

rank classes of high (top 1/3), medium (middle 1/3), or low (bottom 1/3). Winning a 

contest was based on Reinhardt’s (1985) four categories: (1) passive withdrawal, where 

the loser spontaneously withdrew without interaction and the dominant individual did 

not further acknowledge the presence of the subordinate, (2) threatening behaviour, 

where the winner expressed a gesture that encouraged withdrawal, typically pointing its 

horns, shaking its head, or undertaking short rushes, (3) the winner physically forcing a 

subordinate to move away, either by butting its head or pushing against the loser with 

the side of its body, and (4) the winner charging and pursuing the loser past the 

contested feeding tray in an apparent effort to make physical contact. The individual that 

won all contests was deemed to have the highest rank, with the rank hierarchy followed 

individuals that won contests against increasingly fewer individuals, until assignment of 

the lowest-ranked bison, which was not victorious in any contests (Chase and Seitz 

2011).  

Data Analysis 

GUDs were recorded across 12 feeding days and both sexes. An exponential 

curve of best fit was defined to predict the amount of feed (dry weight) in a feeding tray 

at any point based on how long the feeding tray was foraged by any individual. The 

curve was used to predict the GUD at any instance of patch abandonment from the patch 

occupancy time for each bison prior to its abandonment of the feeding area. Predicted 

GUD values were plotted against the proportion of the feeding trial length, defined as 

the relative time between the beginning and the end of the trial. Relative time, the time 
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spent feeding by each individual divided by the duration of each trial, was used to 

remove bias caused by different feeding trial length from day to day. Variation is 

hypothesized to arise from uncontrolled factors such as differences in time of day (ie., 

how long before the trial did the bison eat), weather, and snow cover. 

A set of generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) was established to best 

predict individual, log transformed GUDs (Table 1). Each model was run for voluntary 

acts of quitting and for involuntary displacements. Akaike’s Information Criterion for 

small samples (AICc) was used to compare models with independent variables including 

sex (a fixed factor), rank class (a fixed factor because no changes in rank occurred 

through the course of the study), individual (a random factor identifying behavioural 

differences unique to each bison) and day (a random variable) represented potential 

differences in the outcome of trials over the season or by day according to weather. 

Statistical analysis was done using IBM SPSS. 

Table 1. Model comparisons of log transformed GUD for instances of voluntary quitting 

and involuntary displacements. 

Model  Variables 

1 Rank class, day, individual 

2 Sex, day, individual 

3 Rank class, sex, day, individual 

4 Rank class 

5 Sex 

6 Rank class, Sex 

  

 Rank class and sex were compared to the time spent utilizing oat trays. Total 

time spent foraging from oat trays by each bison was divided by the total length of each 

respective feeding trial to calculate the proportion of time spent foraging. Proportion of 

feeding trial was used as opposed to simply time to remove bias from feeding trials 
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varying in length from day to day. A univariate general linear model was created in IBM 

SPSS with proportion of time spent foraging as the dependant variable and rank class as 

the independent variable. 

RESULTS 

The curve defining the relationship between GUD and patch occupancy time for 

all individuals measured across the 12 trials was best fit to an exponential with the 

equation y = 1000 e-0.127x (Figure 2). Cases of displacement of subordinates (N = 550) 

led more often to premature patch abandonment than voluntary quitting (N = 430). For 

instances of voluntary quitting models including rank class and sex are equivocal, 

indicating that there may be effects, but the evidence is not conclusive. For GUD’s 

associated with involuntary displacements there is equivocal support for a model that 

distinguishes displacement by sex and rank class (w= 0.514) and one that predicts GUDs 

only by rank class (w= 0.474). In all cases, high- and medium-ranked bison are 

displaced at lower GUDs than low-ranked bison. There is support for the effect being 

stronger in males with lower GUD displacements occurring than for females. The 

random effects of day and individual were present in all top models, indicating that 

random variables had some effect on the GUD. For both voluntary and involuntary 

quitting, rank has a negative relationship with GUD, i.e., high-ranked bison had the 

lowest GUDs and low-ranked bison had higher GUDs. 
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Figure 2: Giving-up density (GUD) plotted against patch occupancy time for individuals 

(N = 49) in enclosures separated by sex. Curve of best fit (y = 1000 e-0.127x) represents 

rate of patch depletion and predicts the average GUD at any patch occupancy time. R2 = 

.3516. 
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Table 2. Results for model comparisons of log transformed GUD for instances of voluntary quitting and involuntary displacements. 

AIC refers to Akaike’s Information Selection Criterion for small selections, w is the Akaike weight.  Parameter estimates show the 

direction of the effect. 

Reason for 

abandonment Model 

Diagnostics Parameter estimates (95% confidence interval) 

AICc ∆ AICc w High rank Medium rank Male 

Quitting 

Sex, day, individual 887.805 0.000 0.457   -0.495, 0.233 

Rank class, day, individual 888.348 0.543 0.348 -0.527, 0.053 -0.366, 0.221  

Rank class, sex, day, individual 889.501 1.696 0.196 -0.530, 0.056 -0.379, 0.216 -0.471, 0.226 

Rank 914.920 27.115 0.000 -0.542, -0.094 -0.367, -0.116  

Rank, sex 915.451 27.646 0.000 -0.564, -0.114 -0.424, 0.072 -0.260, 0.018 

Sex 920.879 33.074 0.000   -0.261, 0.010 

Displacement 

Rank class, sex, day, individual 1001.953 0.000 0.514 -0.739, -0.147 -0.543, -0.147 -0.485, 0.062 

Rank class, day, individual 1002.117 0.164 0.474 -0.732, -0.111 -0.530, -0.130  

Sex, day, individual 1009.531 7.578 0.012   -0.514, -0.168 

Rank, sex 1022.123 20.170 0.000 -0.588, -0.224 -0.444, -0.223 -0.273. -0.055 

Rank 1026.889 24.936 0.000 -0.557, -0.193 -0.415, -0.196  

Sex 1054.665 52.712 0.000   -0.214, 0.009 
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Figure 3: Mean predicted GUD (g) for high-, mid-, and low-ranked male and female 

bison. Mean is shown by sex, rank, and reason for abandoning a patch. 

 

High-ranked bison of both sexes mostly quit voluntarily, in 88% of patch 

abandonments for males and 78% for females, while lower-ranked bison were mostly 

displaced, quitting in only 10% of cases for males and 23% for females; the pattern for 

mid-ranked bison was intermediary (Figure 4). Lower-ranked individuals were more 

likely to be displaced early in the feeding trial, while higher-ranked individuals quit 

throughout the trial. 
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Figure 4: Instances of patch abandonments for A) high-, B) mid-, C) low-ranking males 

and females, represented as the predicted GUD versus the proportion of the feeding trial 

length.  
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Rank was significantly correlated with time spent foraging from the high-quality 

food patches (Figure 5; F2,63 = 91.3, p = < 0.001). No significant difference was 

observed between sexes (F1,63 = 0.52, p = ns). Higher-ranked individuals (average 84% 

of the trial length for males, 73% for females) spent significantly more time foraging 

from the high-quality patches compared to their lower-ranked counterparts (medium 

rank = 56% males, 55% females, low rank = 27% males, 32% females of trial length). 

Lower-ranked individuals spent a relatively small amount of time foraging from the 

high-quality patches and compensated by foraging more from the lower-quality hay 

patches. 

 
Figure 5: Average proportion of time spent foraging from feeding trays by males and 

female of high, medium and low rank versus total length of feeding trial. Proportion of 

time spent foraging by each bison (Tfbison) was determined by dividing by the total 

length of the feeding trial (Ttotal) using Tfbison / Ttotal. Standard error = 0.027. 
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DISCUSSION 

Social rank, GUDs, time spent foraging and the perception of missed opportunity costs 

Differences in GUD between individuals of divergent rank are indicative of (1) 

perception of foraging costs, and (2) differences in competitive ability. A bison’s 

perception of between-patch food quality, which is influenced by short-term information 

sampling, varies during foraging bouts (Fortin 2002). By basing foraging decisions on 

local availability, a bison may choose to forage from a patch that yields high returns and 

abandon that patch when it perceives that another patch may yield higher returns. Here, 

higher-ranked individuals perceived higher missed opportunity costs due to their 

tendency to voluntarily quit foraging in a vast majority of the cases (88% of patch 

abandonments for males, 77% for females). Dominant bison abandon their feeding trays 

early and at higher GUDs to maximize perceived energy gain by foraging from trays 

first occupied by subordinate bison. This observation matches an earlier observation by 

McHugh (1958) that dominant bison prematurely abandon patches and cause frequent 

movement among an entire herd by displacing subordinates, even though abundant 

available foraging patches imply no visible difference in energy return between patches. 

McHugh’s study is particularly interesting because the patches were spaced at much 

larger distances (30 m) than this study, indicating that the observed behaviours may 

occur at larger spatial scales. The GUDs measured in this study show that throughout the 

entire feeding trial, dominant individuals forage from higher-quality patches longer and 

at lower food densities.  
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This study similarly shows that lower-ranking bison may cease foraging at higher 

GUDs. It may appear to an observer of the experiment that higher ranks have lower 

GUDs because they are responsible for early abandonments. Had the experiment 

occurred on a much shorter scale, such that all trays were prematurely removed early in 

the trial, such would be the conclusion. This is not the case on a larger scale, such as that 

of the entire feeding trial, because high ranks continue to forage from subordinate trays 

after early abandonments, whereas lower ranks choose not to forage at lower GUDs. As 

a bison forages, it is under the pressure of exploitative and interference competition. 

Initially, as increased exploitative competition reduces the overall cost of foraging, it 

also reduces the GUD for all individuals because they will find value in obtaining 

energy and continue foraging (Davidson and Morris 2001). Individuals attempt to 

maximize their own gains and reduce the success of their neighbours through 

interference by quitting their own patches early in favour of exploiting patches occupied 

by subordinates. Interference competition is responsible for observed differences in 

GUDs and occurs between foraging individuals when competition for the diminishing 

resource leads to aggression (Rands et al. 2006). Because rank is related to competitive 

ability, it is the bison that are best equipped for competition, in this case those of the 

highest rank and usually larger that can continue to forage in and compete for lower-

quality patches. In addition to estimating this effect by matching higher foraging times 

to lower GUDs in dominant bison, this study confirms that bison increase foraging 

activity under increased competition, as is expected by an animal employing a time 

minimizing strategy (Mitchell et al. 1990). Lower-ranked bison did not compete for 

higher-quality patches as the costs to do so increased; they instead favoured lower-

quality patches by moving sooner to the area of the hay bales, where they experienced 
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less competition. Behavioral adaptations to foraging are an example of niche partitioning 

to avoid the costs incurred by competition and are not unique to bison (Smith et al. 

2017). In fact, niche partitioning leading to differences in time and space use occurs 

between both sexes and social ranks of many species (Alanara et al. 2001, Donald et al. 

2007, Sheppard et al. 2018). The benefit of using lower-quality patches to escape 

competition costs should still be increased foraging efficiency as opposed to continuing 

to compete for the high-quality patches, although the foraging efficiency between 

individuals using oat-heavy, as opposed to hay-heavy patches was not measured in this 

study. The observations in this study also support the notion that dominant bison may 

forage more efficiently than subordinates. Such theory is not new, as the relationship 

between dominance and improved foraging efficiency due to priority access to high-

quality food has already been observed in ungulates (Haskell et al. 2019). 

The effect of sex 

As predicted, the models suggested that behaviour differed between the male and 

female cohorts. Males were more likely to prioritize missed opportunity costs, especially 

in displacing neighbours at lower GUDs than females. Normally, the relationship 

between sex and GUD is not significant, e.g., the Arctic ground squirrel (Urocitellus 

parryi, Wheeler & Hik 2014), brushtail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula, Mella et al. 

2015), and lesser spotted woodpecker (Dendrocopos minor, Olsson et al. 1999). 

Differences in social structure and aggressive behaviour that distinguish the sexes 

suggested that a male bison might abandon their patches at a higher GUD due to 

increased costs of maintaining status (Mooring & Penedo 2014). Females were expected 

to abandon their patches at lower GUDs, as the benefits that come from early quitting 
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and displacement of subordinates are less. Thus, the cost of continuing to forage was 

lower and translated to a lower GUD.  

 An individual’s sex, although weaker than its rank, may have had an effect on 

GUDs because of higher rates of male-male displacement, and interference as suggested 

by differences in predicted oat consumption rates (Figure 6). It is hypothesized this 

discrepancy between sexes is a result of the fitness differences that come with being a 

dominant of either sex but acting in a direction different to my prediction. A classic 

model of GUDs proposed by Brown (1988) views the cost of competition as simply 

increasing the GUD with the assumption that an individual is foraging optimally, the 

case in female bison who primarily compete for access to feed. In male bison, foraging 

behaviour must balance access to feed with the costs and benefits of maintenance of 

status, leading to decreased GUDs. Because only a few high-ranking bison reproduce 

with a majority of females (Roden et al. 2003), the cost-benefit ratio of continuing to 

compete for oats should vary with rank. 

Thus, outside of the breeding season, males might still primarily suffer a stress of 

domination where high-ranked individuals are forced to defend their status against 

subordinate challengers. Although most aggressive contests occur during the breeding 

season as direct competition for mates (Wyman et al. 2021), most aggressive 

interactions outside of breeding occur during foraging (McHugh 1958). These acts of 

aggression serve not only to increase a dominants fitness through foraging but reinforce 

rank for the breeding season. Thus, dominants not only benefit from reinforcing their 

status but also from access to primary forage, aiding in the maintenance of status for the 
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coming breeding season when competition and aggression shifts from foraging to 

mating. 

Because females suffer primarily a stress of subordination where dominants 

supress subordinates and challenges to status are less frequent than males (King et al. 

2019), it was assumed that females will displace subordinates at lower GUDs than 

males. This difference explains why displacement GUDs are higher for females, and that 

although the costs of competition are reduced, which should reduce GUD, so are the 

benefits of a subordinate continuing to attempt to compete, not giving dominants the 

opportunity to continue displacing at lower GUDs. An analysis of the average oats 

consumed per time by each sex (shown here in Figure 6) suggests that males are affected 

to a greater degree. Higher-ranked males gain more than their higher-ranked female 

counterparts, while lower-ranked males lose more than their lower-ranked female 

counterparts, at least in terms of displacement GUDs and foraging efficiency. It is 

proposed that the fitness benefit to males causes dominant males to forage at a higher 

rate than their female counterparts. On the other hand, the increased interference by 

dominant males causes subordinate males to forage less efficiently than their female 

equivalents. Males on average also tended to forage for longer durations, an observation 

indicative of the higher importance of competing to forage due to the fitness associated 

with dominance. As displacements force individuals to travel between patches, thus 

incurring higher travel costs, individuals will leave lower GUDs as they are more likely 

to avoid prematurely quitting a patch and thus deplete patches to a greater degree (Ziv & 

Kotler 2003). Because male bison are more aggressive, thus displacing subordinates 

more often, travel costs are increased and males are more likely to try and forage at 
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lower densities, causing high ranked males to displace at lower GUDs.  A second 

potential explanation could be that the increased GUDs from increased foraging costs in 

males could be offset by the increased nutritional requirements of the larger bulls. The 

six males in the study weighed an average of 441 kg and were larger than the seven 

females that averaged 379 kg. This may have reduced the GUD at which they competed 

for oats because they were experiencing a more limit-feed situation. In this situation, any 

additional costs incurred from the maintenance of status for breeding success would not 

be apparent through an increased GUD. An analysis of the predicted average oats 

consumed per time by each sex (shown here in Figure 6) suggests that males are affected 

to a greater degree by rank despite no significant difference in GUD. Higher-ranked 

males gain more than their higher-ranked female counterparts, while lower-ranked males 

lose more than their lower-ranked female counterparts, at least in terms of foraging 

efficiency, supporting this theory. 
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Figure 6: Predicted average intake rates of oats by sex and rank class across feeding time 

among all feeding trials. Average intake is a function of the estimated total food 

consumed at each instance of patch abandonment for bison of each rank class (high, 

medium, low).  

  

Feedback loops associated with dominance 

Intrasexual selection sets up an advantage to being dominant from a fitness 

standpoint in males of many species (Schuster and Wade 2003). But if dominance 

inadvertently leads to a set of established ranks, perhaps inevitable for very large 

organisms for which size differences among males can become exaggerated, then a sort 

of 'forage patch domino effect' occurs to reinforce the hierarchy. Such a pattern suggests 

that the dominance hierarchy is reinforced by inadvertent gain. The result is that when as 

soon as the highest-ranked bison begin to challenge a tray, it sets up a chain reaction of 

individuals displacing those of lower rank and inherently competitive ability. Intrinsic 

attributes leading to differences in competitive ability are dynamic (Dehnen et al. 2022). 
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In this case, body size, which flags probable differences in fighting ability, is a function 

of an individual’s social status, leaving low-ranked individuals deprived of the ability to 

work (eat) their way up the social ladder. Lower-ranked bison of both sexes are 

consistently losers in the game of displacements while higher-ranked males have the 

most to gain through displacement. 

It is widely accepted that the outcomes of dominance interactions impact the 

factors that determine them (Dehnen et al. 2022). Feedback loops interconnect 

interaction outcomes and their determinant factors. This study hypothesizes the 

existence of two feedback loops based on differing strategies for bison of high versus 

low rank. The first, a positive feedback loop, occurs when higher-ranked bison forage 

more efficiently and access higher-quality patches, reinforcing size and the ability to 

maintain status. The second, also a positive feedback loop, is about subordinates that 

wish to challenge status; they are disadvantaged as they are forced to forage less 

efficiently from lower-quality food sources and receive less energy returns per time 

invested. The result is a self-reinforcing feedback system that does not favour status 

changes. Instead, the dominants continue to get bigger, while subordinate bison continue 

to remain smaller in body size. These proposed feedback loops support observations by 

King et al. (2019) that social hierarchies in bison may be stabilized by intrinsic 

distinctions between high- and low-ranking individuals.  

Predicted GUDs compared to directly measured GUDs 

The ability to predict GUDs with the approach used in this study offers a unique 

benefit in that it can quantify the GUDs of all foraging individuals and not just the final 

individual to forage from a patch. The approach is beneficial in allowing a comparison 
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of individual differences in a herd setting where the decision of the final forager is not 

representative of the entire herd. A downside of this method is the inherent lack of 

accuracy compared to traditional measures of GUD which directly compare densities of 

food patches after a forager quits (fox squirrel: Kotler et al. 1999, voles: Morris 2009, 

white-tailed deer: Vickery et al. 2010, dabbling duck: Hagy et al. 2016). As opposed to a 

traditional GUD with a discrete final value, predicted GUDs depend on interpolated data 

derived from comparing the GUD to the total time spent in a foraging patch. However, 

substituting artificial feeding trays, depleted at an imperfect but predictable rate, the 

decisions of different foragers within the same group are easily measurable. A second, 

more readily addressable drawback is in attaining the data points necessary to define the 

predicted curve along the entire length of the feeding trial. Collecting data points at the 

end of the trial when all individuals have ceased foraging yields little insight to variation 

within the group and is more appropriate for situations where an external variable is 

being compared (i.e., predation cost, Moreira and McLaren 2019). In this study, this 

shortcoming was addressed by removing trays through gaps in the fence continuously 

throughout the trial, such that actual GUD values could be recorded at both early and 

late stages of the trial to create a more accurate predicted curve. Here, a ten-day 

acclimatization period assisted in allowing bison to be conditioned to the presence of the 

feeders and experimenter, such that they did not prematurely abandon foraging. Before 

this conditioning period, GUDs appeared to be related to an individual’s boldness of 

personality, i.e., which bison was more willing to pay for the risk of foraging in a novel 

environment. The acclimatization period lasted until GUDs did not decrease each day, 

when the perceived predation risk became constant, at which point usable data could be 

collected. 
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The costs of competition 

While the primary focus of this study is to compare foraging behaviour at the 

individual scale, it indirectly allowed the cost of competition to be observed at the herd 

level. An involuntary effect of competition in social ungulates is the reduced foraging 

efficiency across all individuals (Stutz et al. 2018). This is due to (1) reduced searching 

effort because of herding behaviour, and (2) a reduction in feeding time, where time 

gains are used for competitive behaviours (Molvar and Bowyer 1994). The intake rate of 

foraging animals is often negatively related to the density of foragers due to exploitive 

and interference competition (Vahl et al. 2007). This is particularly of concern for 

farmed bison, where competition is increased under the constrains of captivity. Under 

such conditions, to what degree does the aggressive behaviour observed have a net 

negative effect on the overall costs of foraging as a function of the rate of depletion of 

the oat patches? Interference competition may shift the depletion rate negatively if 

individuals spend time competing for patches as opposed to foraging uninterrupted. 

However, if the foraging rate is increased through exploitative competition as each bison 

attempts to maximize their share of an ever-depleting resource through increased intake, 

this effect may be negated.  

Differences between the ideal patch depletion rate and the observed patch 

depletion rate notes that competition had a negative impact on the energy intake rate and 

patch depletion rate of all individuals as noted by the difference between the ideal patch 

depletion rate and average GUD curves, shown in Figure 7. The ideal patch depletion 

rate, also known as the predicted GUD curve (Figure 2), represents a patch depletion 

rate uninhibited by interference competition, as it does not account for any time spent 
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competing for the patch, interpatch movement, or the time a patch sat uninhabited. It 

represents a scenario where each bison only foraged from one patch without premature 

quitting, displacements, or alternative activities. 

 

Figure 7: Average curve of GUDs (both voluntary quitting and involuntary 

displacements) for individuals of all ranks against the proportion of a feeding trial. 

 

Early patch abandonments by dominants and subsequent displacements of 

subordinates causes patches to be used less continously, thus decreasing the energy 

intake rate of the bison who would otherwise be foraging from them uninterrupted. 

Bison of all social ranks are similarily and negatively impacted by interference 

competiton, which is manifested as an increased foraging cost applicable to all bison. 

Within-group competition for resources reduces the foraging efficiency of all individuals 

in a group (Halliday and Morris 2013). This phenomenon, although previously not 

measured in bison, correlates with observations of other species such as the 

oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus, Rutten et al. 2010) and southern red-backed vole 

(Myodes gapperi, Halliday and Morris 2013). Although the foraging strategy adopted by 
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different individuals is related to dominance, the food intake rate of individuals may be 

constant regardless of social rank or foraging method (Liker and Barta 2002). Each time 

a subordinate loses energy efficiency by being forced to cease foraging, the dominant 

also loses efficiency while they cease foraging temporarily to move between patches. 

Interference competition reduces foraging success of both individuals in a competitive 

interaction as a result of reduced intake rates and the additional energy and time required 

to displace or to protect the patch from another individual. It is important to note, 

however, that this study omits any positive effects of competition, which in ungulates 

has been observed as increases in the rate of food intake (Olofsson 1999). When an 

animal is in the presence of neighbours that also wish to exploit a patch (exploitative 

competition), it will forage at a higher rate than if it were alone such that neighbours 

cannot acquire the contested resource. However, this increase in foraging speed is not 

enough to offset the additional costs of displacement, aggression, and premature 

quitting, which arise from greater competition.  
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CHAPTER 3: A GAME-THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF FORAGING DECISIONS 

BY CONFINED BISON 

The feeding trials described in chapter 2 demonstrated that higher-ranked bison 

may be afforded better foraging opportunities by displacing nearby competitors, in many 

cases the next lowest-ranked individual. This starts a chain reaction, as described by 

McHugh (1958), of bison displacing lower-ranked competitors until the last bison finds 

itself without a food patch and with a choice of whether to continue competing for an 

empty patch or to leave in favour of another activity, such as foraging from lower-

quality patches elsewhere. During the same feeding trials, a comparison between the oat 

intake rate observed and the ideal rate of intake expected to occur in the absence of 

competition (purely cooperation) demonstrated that competition for trays resulted in 

inefficient foraging. What leads to bison abandoning more efficient cooperation in 

favour of a competitive strategy involving frequent displacements? 

Defection from cooperation occurs for males because the social hierarchy 

evolved as a function of competition for mates (Kuijper et al. 2012). What we observe 

outside the bison breeding season starts as a legacy of intrasexual selection, whereby 

males compete not just to eat, but also to maintain status by displacing subordinates in 

the prime foraging area (Mooring and Penedo 2014, Wyman et al. 2021). Prime access 

to forage also allows high-ranking males to increase their competitive ability via the 

forementioned positive feedback loops. Thus, there is a benefit to competition among 

males despite a loss in foraging efficiency. For females, a defection from cooperation is 

not a product of sexual selection but rather competition for forage (Vervaecke et al. 

2005). Therefore, defecting from cooperation is also evolutionarily stable for females 
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since high-ranking individuals can slightly increase their intake from high-quality 

patches by engaging in in a competitive strategy and excluding subordinates from the 

oats. This chapter will apply game theory to explain the rationale that causes each bison 

to decide whether to compete, cooperate, or abandon foraging altogether.  

The previously described phenomenon is easily envisioned using an analogy of 

many cribbage players in a room with tables in a straight line, known to some as a 

cribbage tournament. All are ordered from the best player on one end chronologically to 

the worst player at the other end. Each player can choose to play a better (higher-ranked) 

player, a worse (lower-ranked) player or quit and go home. If a player defeats a better 

player, they assume a higher rank; likewise, if a player loses to a worse player, their rank 

is lowered. Now, assume that each player is playing to have the highest score, also 

referred to as payoff, with wins adding 1 point and losses costing -1 point. Each player’s 

skill level, i.e., their ability to play the game, which they will learn by trial, will dictate 

the strategy they use to maximize their payoffs or minimize their losses. The optimal 

strategy for the better players is to continue playing as long as there are worse opponents 

to challenge and beat. The optimal strategy for the worst player is to minimize losses, 

and this player will soon learn that they cannot compete with any other player and will 

go home first. When the worst player abandons the room, the player who could 

previously win by challenging and beating the lowest player can no longer win the 

tournament. Thus, their best strategy is to “cut losses” and they also leave the room, and 

so on. If any player in between the groups of best and worst players (a mid-ranked 

player) loses to a better player, it is wiser for them to challenge a worse player than a 

better one because each player learns that they have an advantage against those of lower 
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rank. It is unwise for any player to challenge a better player because the risk of losing is 

high. Therefore, in this tournament, the best player is always the likeliest winner, but 

any player other than the worst player also has the possibility to be a winner by always 

beating lower-ranked players. However, the likelihood of winning the tournament is 

low, so challenges in both the high- and the mid-ranked group are best made to the 

nearest-ranked. 

 A similar scenario to the cribbage tournament occurs during the feeding trials 

described in chapter 2. Bison are playing a similar game to maximize oat intake with a 

key difference from the cribbage scenario being that the payoff decreases as the game 

continues due to the diminishing return in feeding on the oats mixed with wooden 

blocks. Thus, each bison must evaluate the payoff, making a decision about GUD not 

only on diminishing returns, but also on their ability to compete for a new payoff by 

using the winner’s strategy to maximize gains by moving to a competitor’s tray. Thus, a 

bison’s optimal strategy does not depend only on the GUD and rank, but also on the 

decisions of higher-ranked competitors whose strategies affect the ideal strategies of 

subordinates. The game is randomized only to the extent that feeding trays are 

approached quickly and neighbours are not always close in rank. 

Game theory explains conflicts in terms of costs and benefits to all players 

(Riechert 1998). Here, it can be employed to model foraging decisions as a game of 

pairwise interactions between bison differing in rank and competitive ability where each 

individual attempts to maximize its own fitness, referred to from this point only as 

payoff. Because players always differ in competitive ability, in this case fighting ability, 

an asymmetrical game exists with one individual favoured to win due to some 
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advantage, which may be size or experience (Maynard Smith & Parker 1976). 

Asymmetries allow contests to be settled without escalation of aggression because an 

individual of lower ability risks greater costs to escalation. Thus, the payoffs for certain 

strategies may differ depending on whether the individual is dominant or submissive 

within any interaction (McAvoy and Hauert 2015). 

The objective of this chapter is to model the feeding trials from chapter 2 in the 

context of game theory, firstly to illustrate how bison evaluate their own individual 

GUDs not only to quit feeding, but also to challenge a nearby tray based on the 

neighbour’s rank relative to their own. Secondly, I will build the model such that bison 

have an advantage to bump individuals of lower rank and by doing so, the competitive 

individual may begin to win the game. As this behaviour is repeated down the ranks, 

every bison but the lowest ranked is winning the game of displacement. Bimatrix models 

can be created to define the evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) in asymmetrical games 

(Tuyls et al. 2018). The first game will involve two bison differing in rank. while the 

second will involve two games between three bison differing in rank where a bimatrix is 

used twice, the first time to define the strategies of the high- and medium-ranked bison, 

the second to define the strategies between the mid- and low-ranking bison. 

MODEL 

We derive the model from the classical Hawk and Dove game modelled by 

Maynard Smith and Price (1973), which considers a game between two strategies where 

the hawk (equivalent to competitive) strategy always beats the dove (equivalent to 

cooperative) strategy, and payoffs and costs are shared equally between plays if both 

choose the same strategy. A downside of this model is that it does not address 
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differences between players that may give one an advantage when utilizing a particular 

strategy, as often occurs in nature. Thus, the matrix must identify the different payoffs of 

each strategy for each individual, as opposed to just one payoff per strategy (Krivan and 

Cressman 2022). I expand on these models by adding another strategy to the two-

strategy Hawk and Dove game. At any point along the feeding bout, individuals choose 

any of three foraging strategies: 1) compete, 2) cooperate, and 3) quit. Individuals that 

compete will exhibit aggressive behaviour to compete for a patch. Individuals that 

cooperate will remain in a patch until they are displaced without a fight by competitors. 

The final set of individuals quit foraging from the best patches in favor of alternative 

fitness increasing activities, including to begin foraging from lower-quality patches. 

Because a linear hierarchy exists, a unique rank is assigned to each individual, i = 1 

refers to the highest rank, i = 2 refers to next highest, and so on down to the lowest-

ranked bison.  

Payoff is determined as a function of the GUD, a measure of the remaining 

energy returns available in a patch, plus the benefits of maintaining rank, minus the costs 

of being displaced. The model assumes all patches are depleted throughout foraging time 

at similar and constant rate. If competition occurs, any bison will incur a slight time cost 

due to travel time between patches, defined as a payoff decrease of (T)GUD. The winner 

of the competition will accept a long-term payoff from reinforcing rank, R, that is equal 

to a hypothetical value of the long-term benefit of rank reinforcement multiplied by the 

difference in rank (competitive ability) between the winner and loser, ∆i. The loser of 

competition will incur a cost of competition, C, equal to a hypothetical value of losing 
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an aggressive challenge multiplied by the difference in rank between the winner and 

loser, ∆i.  

To cooperate yields a payoff equivalent to GUD unless the neighbouring 

individual chooses competition, at which point the cooperating individual will suffer an 

interference cost and be forced to move to a patch of presumably lesser quality, a loss 

equivalent to (I)GUD, where I is the value of the lesser quality patch relative to GUD. 

An individual that chooses to quit can receive a payoff equal to A, the alternative fitness 

that comes from foraging from the unlimited but lower-quality hay. Because of the 

lower energy return from foraging on hay, the value of A is set significantly lower than 

the starting GUD for the oats. It is assumed because of the high number of previous 

interactions and stability of the dominance hierarchy that bison have perfect information 

on their own competitive ability and that of their competitors. The model is based on the 

feeding trials described in chapter 2, where there is one high-quality oat patch (feeding 

tray) per bison playing the game and an unlimited amount of lower-quality hay. An 

asymmetric bimatrix game is used to define the payoffs for each player (Table 3). GUD 

estimates come from the results of chapter 2. 
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Table 3. Payoff matrix for interactions between male bison during feeding trials. For 

each combination of behaviours, the top formula refers to the payoff of the higher-

ranked, lower formula refers to the payoff of the lower-ranked. 

 

  Lower-ranked 

 Strategy Compete Cooperate Quit 

H
ig

h
er

-r
an

k
ed

 Compete 
GUD – T(GUD) + R∆i 

GUD – T(GUD) - C∆i 

GUD – T(GUD) + R∆i 

(I)GUD – (T)GUD 

GUD – (T)GUD + R∆i 

A 

Cooperate 
I(GUD) – T(GUD) – R∆i 

GUD – T(GUD) + R∆i 
GUD 

GUD 

A 

Quit 
A - R∆i 

GUD – T(GUD) + R∆i 

A 

GUD 
A 

 

The model was run in Excel from GUD = 1000 to GUD = 100 in increments of 

50 to analyze how strategies change as the oat trays were depleted in the experiment. R 

values were run between 50 and 250, C between 50 and 250, and A between 200 and 

700 to test the best fit. The first model involved a 2-player game between a dominant (i 

= 1) and submissive (i = 2). A second model used a 3-player game, where each 

individual’s optimal strategy is dependant on the decisions of dominant and subordinate 

players. This model used two separate matrices, the first between i =1 and i =2, and the 

second between i = 2 and a third less dominant player i =3. In the second matrix all 

GUD values were set equivalent to (I)GUD to recognize a presumed loss arising from 

earlier displacement in the first matrix. 

RESULTS 

The best fit to the observations in the feeding trials in chapter 2 occurred when I 

= 0.95, signifying a 5% decrease in GUD when moving to a tray previously occupied by 

a subordinate (Table 4). T = 0.01 was used to represent a 1% loss in payoff due to travel 
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time between patches, which was on average about 5 seconds. R= 155 was a relative 

value to denote the fixed benefit of rank reinforcement arising with competition, while 

C= 200 reduced the payoff by 200 to signify the cost to fitness of the subordinate bison 

choosing to compete with the dominant. A = 500 was set as the payoff in opting for 

alternative activities and was based on a proposed value of foraging from hay of 50% of 

the same value for the oats in the feed trays at the outset of the trials. An example of the 

payoff matrix at the beginning of each feeding trial in a simplified 2-bison game, GUD = 

1000, demonstrates that payoff is at the outset maximized when the higher individual 

competes, and the lower rank cooperates. 

Table 4. Payoff matrix for interactions between bison during feeding trials at 

GUD=1000. For each combination of behaviours, the top formula refers to the payoff of 

the higher-ranked, lower formula refers to the payoff of the lower-ranked. Bold indicates 

the highest payoff strategies. I = 0.95, T = 0.01, R = 155, C = 200, A = 500. 

 

  Lower-ranked 

 Strategy Compete Cooperate Quit 

H
ig

h
er

-r
an

k
ed

 Compete 
1145 

790 

1145 

940 

1145 

500 

Cooperate 
477 

1145 

1000 

500 

1000 

500 

Quit 
190 

1145 

500 

1000 

500 

500 

 

For the higher-ranking bison, competition will yield the greatest payoff until it 

falls below the payoff of A, at which point quitting the foraging area will yield a higher 

payoff (Figure 8). Because it is assumed that any bison will forage optimally, i = 1 (the 

dominant) should choose competition whenever the GUD of its tray exceeds ~350 g 
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(Figure 8) because the payoff from competition yields an additional benefit to rank 

reinforcement. This value of 350 g matches the observed average GUD of high-ranking 

bison in the feeding trials (chapter 2). The dominant does not choose to cooperate and 

remain at its tray because, although this may yield a higher energy intake per time of 

food, it does not yield the maximum payoff. By displacing the subordinate, the dominant 

can forage below the point at which the value at GUD makes foraging from the oats less 

efficient than foraging from the lower-quality hay. For i = 2 (the subordinate), 

competition is costly and engaging in it will decrease its payoff. Thus, the greatest 

payoff for i = 2 will be to cooperate until reaching A. However, because the payoffs to 

cooperate for i = 2 are less than to compete for i = 1, the subordinate will reach an A 

threshold at the higher GUD of ~550 g.   

 

Figure 8: Potential payoffs for a dominant (i = 1) and submissive (i = 2) in a 2-player 

game as oat trays are depleted and GUDs are reduced. I = 0.95, T = 0.01, R = 155, C = 

200, A = 500. 
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In a 2-player game, the optimal payoff of i = 2 is dependent largely on the 

decision of i = 1. However, in an n-player game, the decision of i = 2 is not only 

dependent on i = 1, but also on the presence of at least one other subordinate. 

Considering the case of one subordinate, i = 3, if i =1 chooses to compete and displace i 

= 2, the newly displaced i = 2 confronts a choice of whether to compete or cooperate 

with its subordinate By choosing to cooperate with i = 1 and compete with i = 3, the 

mid-ranked i = 2 now receives an additional payoff from rank reinforcement, where at 

any payoff above A it is winning by competing with its subordinate. Now, i = 3 becomes 

a loser in the game of displacement and, as Figure 9 depicts, the ideal GUD for i = 2 has 

shifted to a lower GUD, from 550 g when it was the only subordinate in the 2-player 

game, to 400 g when it became a mid-ranked bison in a 3-player game. This model 

matches the observations for average GUDs separated by rank class. Combined, high-

ranked bison (BH) had an average combined GUD of 372 g, medium-ranked (BM), 417 

g, low-ranked (BL), 536 g. 
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Figure 9: Payoffs for the ESS as a function of GUD in a 3-player game among bison of 

high (i = 1), medium (i = 2) and low rank (i = 3). Vertical lines represent average 

combined GUDS (both instances of quitting and displacement) for low- (RL), medium- 

(RM), and high-ranked (RH) bison. I = 0.95, T = 0.01, R = 155, C = 200, A = 500.  

  

DISCUSSION 

The models show that the ESS is one where a dominant bison benefits from 

competing with and displacing subordinates so long as the payoffs of competing exceed 

the potential payoffs of alternative activities. The observed cooperation to dominants by 

subordinates is quite common in animals when the cost to benefit ratio favours the 

dominant individual in an interaction (Yasukawa and Bick 1983). The dominance of a 

single stable strategy in this situation is unsurprising considering asymmetries in 

competitive ability often yield pure strategies (Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). 

Competition is favoured over cooperation by all individuals except the lowest ranked 
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because competing with subordinates can still increase payoff over quitting. (Oprea et al. 

2010). A purely cooperative strategy would experience a lack of aggression, early patch 

abandonments, and contests for subordinate patches. High-ranked bison are winners by 

default because they can always win. Mid-ranked individuals may also be considered 

winners by displacement because they are winning against their subordinates. This 

model helps form two predictions. Firstly, that asymmetries in competitive ability cause 

bison to individually recognize their own payoffs. GUDs differ for each individual due 

both to differences in interference costs from dominants and to benefits from displacing 

subordinates. That rank is related to the average GUD at which a bison will choose to 

cease playing the game (i.e., abandon the competing strategy) may be indicative of a 

system where each bison understands that once it is the lowest ranked and can no longer 

displace subordinates, it is optimal to quit foraging. This notion may be considered novel 

in the GUD framework as classical interpretations of GUDs only analyze the decisions 

of the last forager and cannot perceive the costs of any previously foraging individuals 

(Bedoya-Perez et al., 2013). Secondly, it has demonstrated that bison have an advantage 

to bump individuals of lower rank. By doing so, they can increase their own payoffs by 

continuing to forage in a game that includes direct competition. It would be intuitive to 

assume from Figure 7 that maximizing instantaneous intake rate through a purely 

cooperative strategy would be evolutionarily stable, as this would yield the highest 

payoff per time invested in terms of energy intake to all herd members. Bison must have 

evolved such that by displacing subordinates at the cost of slightly reduced energy 

intake, they are reinforcing rank and receiving other benefits. Therefore, so long as bison 

remain dominant through the competitive strategy, the observed strategy is 

evolutionarily stable.  
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CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this study suggest that rank influences GUDs at an individual level 

for confined socially foraging bison. Rank may be negatively related to GUDs in both 

male and female bison, with a stronger effect suggested in males.  Dominant individuals 

are better suited to compete for high-quality food sources, as energy returns are 

diminished and costs to continue foraging are increased over feeding bouts. High- and 

mid-ranked males may exhibit lower GUDs in comparison to females of similar ranks, 

due largely to their propensity to displace competitors by passive or active aggression. 

However, a more comprehensive understanding of factors attributing to individual 

differences in GUD requires not only an understanding of the effect of dominance and 

sex through more observations but the study of additional variables. These are predation 

risk manifested through group size (Krause and Ruxton 2002), habitat type (Hayward et 

al. 2015), and individual differences such as size (weight) and personality (Mella et al. 

2015). 

This study reinforces the idea of the existence of two feedback loops; a positive 

loop that aids dominant individuals in continuing to reinforce their status, and a negative 

loop that reinforces a subordinate’s low rank and keeps them at a competitive 

disadvantage. It is understood that, in bison, differences in rank are well established 

early in life and remain largely consistent in the absence of extraneous circumstances 

(Rutberg 1983). What is less understood is the factors that set up these feedback loops 

that may persist for much of a bison’s life. Calves begin developing social hierarchies at 

four months, and these hierarchies remain largely stable throughout life and dictate how 

each bison interacts with its environment and conspecifics (McHugh 1958). Yet, little is 
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known about the factors that cause bison calves to adopt varied degrees of dominance. 

Several factors are believed to affect dominance in ungulate calves, such as dominance 

of the mother (Veiberg et al. 2004), timing of birth (Green and Rothstein 1993), initial 

interactions through the winner-loser effect (Odlham et al. 2020), weight of the mother 

(Vervaecke et al. 2005), and temperament (Neave et al. 2020). A comprehensive 

understanding of feedback loops in bison requires studies of the factors that lead to the 

dominance hierarchy and directly the feedback loops observed.  

The primary impact of this study is in relation to captive managed herds where 

the level of competition may be artificially regulated. Bison naturally form fusion-

fission societies where members of the herd tend to separate into smaller subgroups and 

frequently leave and join new groups (Ramos et al. 2015). However, it may be possible 

to manage the size and composition of subgroups if multiple enclosures are present in an 

environment.  The ability for a limited environment to sustain a species increases with a 

rotational grazing system, which involves the frequent movement of animals between 

separate paddocks to ensure overgrazing is minimized (Teague & Dowhower 2003). 

Pastures show enhanced carrying capacities when bison numbers are adjusted to match 

available forage biomass and short periods of grazing occur followed by adequate 

recovery periods (Hillenbrand et al. 2019).  

Cohesive foraging benefits the implementation of rotational grazing systems 

through the maintenance of short-term intensive foraging of small areas (Billman et al., 

2020). Thus, cooperation between individuals is favoured because individuals that 

cooperate can forage closer together, thus foraging in smaller areas and more intensely. 

Spatially uneven distributions of grazing as a result of individual dispersion and niche 
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partitioning may lead to inefficient uses of resources (Ganskopp and Bohnert 2009). 

Secondly, cooperative foraging reduces predation costs, allowing individuals to forage 

with less fear and time lost to predator observance and avoidance (Kraii and Shrader 

2018). Downsides of cohesive foraging may include increased interference competition 

and inefficient foraging, as bison may congregate in areas that are not of the highest 

quality, as opposed to spreading out and searching for new areas that may be of better 

quality.  

One hypothesized technique to improve rotational grazing in captive bison may 

be to separate the herd into smaller groups that maximize cooperation and cohesion. 

Because all bison foraged in the limited high-quality patches, it can be argued that 

cohesion is also a factor of patch quality, as is apparent by all ranks foraging at high 

GUDs (high patch quality), and lower ranks abandoning patches first as they are 

depleted. Thus, cohesive foraging requires areas of high-quality resources abundant for 

all bison to simultaneously feed. Based on this study, a prediction can be made that 

separating the herd into equal subgroups based on relative rank, where all low-ranked 

individuals are together, all mid-ranked are together, and high-ranked are together may 

yield the most cohesive foraging. Although in each group individuals will inevitably 

assume new ranks of high-low dominance relative to those around them, the net 

difference in competitive ability will be lesser than if high-ranking individuals were 

placed in the same enclosure as those with medium or low ranks. The same can be said 

about grouping mid-ranking with low-rank individuals. If differences in competitive 

ability are lesser from one bison to the next in each group, it is possible that subordinates 

will forage from the high-quality patches longer than if they recognized that they are 
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highly disadvantaged due to the presence of a dominant with a large competitive 

advantage. This prediction is supported by observations in horses that groups with less 

variation between individuals experience more displacement encounters and interactions 

between individuals, suggesting that less variation in traits may increase cohesion (Giles 

et al. 2015). However, this idea has not been tested in bison and further experimentation 

beyond the scope of this thesis is required to test this hypothesis.  

Unlike captive bison, in less area-constrained free-ranging bison the formation of 

fission-fusion subgroups occurs naturally to reduce competition for resources (Ramos et 

al. 2015). Because ranks in this study were associated with different strategies of niche 

portioning, i.e., lower-ranked individuals adapted behaviour to initiate movement away 

from the oat patches, it is possible that the formation of fission-fusion subgroups may 

occur with lower-ranks initiating fusion. This is supported by previous observations that 

subgroups tend to be comprised of individuals similar in sex and rank (Ramos et al. 

2015), both factors that may relate to dominance status (Rutberg 1983, Roden et al. 

2005). Merkle et al. (2015) describe the processes to explain fission-fusion as (1) 

animals learn new sites by joining those with dissimilar information, (2) the 

amplification of information will increase frequency of favourable behaviour such as 

foraging from the best sites, and (3) that knowledge transfer will cause conspecific 

attraction which will increase crowding and competition. It is predicted that the resulting 

crowding and competition may cause lower ranks to inevitably initiate new fission 

processes.  

In conclusion, this study highlights three areas where future research should 

focus. Firstly, studying the effects of additional factors on GUD such as group size, 
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habitat type, size, and personality, such that management decisions can be made that 

improve cohesions. Managing factors and maximizing GUDs can promote healthier 

herds and more effective use of foraging areas. Secondly, effort should be made to 

further understand the relative impacts of factors on the development of dominance 

hierarchy in bison calves because of the effect this has on feedback loops that follow 

bison throughout their lives. Finally, research should also strive to improve the 

understanding of the relationship between rank differences and cohesion using field 

studies in open pastures, with the aim of understanding if certain ranks tend to forage 

more cohesively with one another in a captive environment. Further work on artificial 

subgroups that are comprised of these cohesively foraging individuals may aid in the 

implementation of rotational grazing systems for captive bison. With most bison today 

residing in captivity, maximizing bison occurrence and pasture productivity, i.e., 

carrying capacity, is a focal concern for farmers and managers. The artificial 

management of behaviour through selective group composition may offer to aid the 

implementation of rotational grazing systems and maximize the carrying capacity of 

area-constrained pastures.   
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